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Thank you President Quinney.
I look forward to working with you and the entire Council to face the challenges and
opportunities that will confront us this year. I’m confident that by working diligently -- and by
working together -- we can get positive results for the people of Lansing.
Good evening ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for joining me tonight at the Holmes Street
School. For more than 80 years this building served the educational needs of Lansing children as
a neighborhood elementary school.
Now, thanks to Spartan Internet, one of our City’s leading technology companies, this proud old
building is getting a new lease on life. And, it is poised to play an exciting new role in preparing
our children for the future.
More about that later. For now, I want to thank Spartan CEO Ryan Vartoogian for allowing us
the privilege of being here tonight.
I want to acknowledge and thank the love of my life, Lansing’s First Lady, Teri Bernero. Teri
and I are blessed to have with us tonight our lovely daughters, Kelly and Virginia.
Tonight I am pleased to report that even in these times of economic uncertainty, we continue to
make significant progress in positioning Lansing and the region for a more prosperous future.
The state of our City is good -- and I am optimistic about our future.
Lansing is better prepared than most Michigan cities to emerge from this storm poised for
economic growth and opportunity. Over the last three years, with the help of an extraordinary
team of dedicated public servants, we have laid a foundation that will pay dividends for Lansing
residents for decades to come.

I want to acknowledge and thank the members of my Cabinet and staff and all of our hardworking city employees for everything they do, day in and day out, to move Lansing forward.
Will all of you please rise and be recognized.
Our economic development team deserves special recognition for the amazing accomplishments
they have engineered since the start of my Administration. Under the leadership of Bob Trezise,
we have leveraged more than $650 million in new private investments that will create nearly
4,000 new jobs in Lansing.
Bob, will you and your team please take a bow for this incredible achievement.
My friends, with this kind of talent at work, it is no surprise that Lansing is leading the way to a
more prosperous future.
In the year ahead, thousands of men and women in the skilled trades will be on the job, right here
in Lansing. Brick masons and plumbers, electricians and steel workers: All will be working to
transform our historic Ottawa Street Power Station into the new national headquarters of the
Accident Fund Insurance Company of America.
They will build the new Capitol Club Tower on Grand Avenue.
And they will create a new entertainment and commerce district along our downtown riverfront,
anchored by the $25 million Market Place project. This transformational project will include a
new home for the historic Lansing City Market.
But new development has not been limited to our downtown. Thanks to our economic team, new
projects -- and new jobs -- are springing up in every corner of our City.
Once a magnet for crime and drugs, the old Regent Inn on South Cedar will become a NuUnion
credit union.
An abandoned building on South Penn just got an extreme makeover and is now the new home
of CareerQuest, a leading employment services agency.
And the old Cedar Street School in Old Town will soon be the Old Town Medical Arts Center,
with destination retail and a public fitness center.
There is even more good news. Just down the road, our great partners at Michigan State recently
scored two major victories for our regional economy.
The $500 million Facility for Rare Isotope Beams -- or FRIB -- will launch MSU and the
Lansing region to the forefront of the most advanced technologies in the world. FRIB will bring
more than a billion dollars in spinoff economic activity and hundreds if not thousands of new,
high tech jobs.
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Joining us tonight are MSU Vice President Steve Webster and Dr. Bradley Sherrill, University
Distinguished Professor and Chief Scientist of FRIB. We also have with us some of the MSU
students who helped “Bring FRIB to our Crib.”
Will all of you please rise to be recognized for this truly spectacular achievement.
The region also will benefit immensely from an exciting new partnership between MSU and
IBM that promises to bring as many as 1,500 more new jobs to our community. Some of our
regional partners who helped make this happen are with us tonight:
East Lansing Mayor Vic Loomis, LEAP CEO Denyse Ferguson, Lansing Chamber CEO Tim
Daman and Vice President Webster, will you please stand and be recognized.
There are few regions in Michigan or even the Midwest who can lay claim to so much new
development and so many new jobs in these difficult times. With great partners like these,
Lansing is indeed leading the way.
Even as we celebrate these successes, we are cognizant of the historic challenges ahead. Let me
assure you: whatever the future brings, we will face our challenges together and head on.
Recently I convened the brightest minds in the Lansing region to assess where we stand today
and to develop a roadmap for continued economic success in these tough times.
Task Force Tomorrow brings together our leading economic, academic and regional government
leaders, including the Lansing Chamber, LEAP, Prima Civitas, MSU and LCC. Together, we are
charting a course for the future that leverages all of our regional assets and capabilities.
I want to recognize and thank our regional government partners who have joined me in this vital
effort and who understand that we are stronger when we stand and work together. My fellow
mayor from East Lansing, Vic Loomis, the new supervisor of Delta Township, Ken Fletcher,
Lansing Township Supervisor John Daher, and so many others.
I am grateful for your leadership and I look forward to building a stronger region together.
We stand on the shoulders of people like former Delta Supervisor Joe Drolett, former Mayor
David Hollister and our brothers and sisters of the United Auto Workers. Because of their
leadership, we are indeed fortunate to be the home of two state-of-the-art General Motors
assembly plants.
Yet the challenges faced by our hometown car company have never been greater. Just as GM
was turning the corner to a leaner, greener future, they were hit hard by the global financial
meltdown.
Late last year, when Congress was considering bridge loans for the Big Three, I invited mayors
from across the state and nation to form the Mayors and Municipalities Automotive Coalition.
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Working together with mayors from Michigan, Texas, Louisiana, Ohio and more, we took our
case to the nation’s capital. There, we fought for our future, our cities and the millions of
American families whose livelihood depends on our domestic auto industry.
I refuse to stand on the sidelines while our car companies and autoworkers are blamed for the
sins of Wall Street. We brought the national spotlight right here to Main Street to prove that the
most productive autoworkers in the world are building the best cars in the world, right here in
Lansing, Michigan.
The real challenge faced by our car companies is not about labor costs, or building the wrong
cars. The fact is that we are competing on a global playing field that heavily favors our
competitors through subsidies, currency manipulation and lax environmental standards abroad.
I urgently call upon President Obama and the Congress to address the unfair trade practices that
have exported our standard of living and undermined our national security. It is an unsustainable
race to the bottom and we cannot allow it to go on.
At the Olympics recently held in China, we watched with pride as the Americans brought home
the gold again and again. I tell you, when the playing field is level, Americans can compete with
anyone, anywhere in the world.
I’m proud to have with me tonight Mike Green, president of UAW Local 652 and Brian Fredline,
president of UAW Local 602. They are joined by Randy Thayer, general manager of Lansing
Grand River and Lansing Delta, our world-class GM assembly plants.
For you, and for all of our brothers and sisters at GM and the UAW -- current employees and
retirees alike -- I want to say thank you: We are with you 100 percent.
Speaking of retirees, I also have my favorite GM retiree with me tonight: Will you please join
me in welcoming my Dad, Giulio Bernero.
For my Dad, who worked hard every day to provide us with a modest standard of living, and for
thousands of others like him across Lansing and across this country: I will never wave the white
flag of surrender. Together, we will make sure that the next generation of cleaner, greener
automobiles are built right here in Lansing and exported to the world.
As we work together to build a stronger economic future for the Lansing region, we must also
focus on sustainable development that respects and protects our environment.
Our own Board of Water and Light was just recognized by the U.S. EPA as one of the top seven
utilities in the entire nation for environmental innovation. This past year, BWL fired up the
largest solar array in Michigan and partnered with The Granger Company to turn landfill gas into
clean energy that will power thousands of Lansing homes.
But we’re not resting on these accomplishments.
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Tonight I am pleased to announce the Greater Lansing Green Jobs Alliance, a new partnership
that brings together business and labor, education leaders and environmentalists. Working
together, we will capitalize on our new President’s commitment to creating millions of green
collar jobs and make sure that thousands of these jobs are created right here in Lansing.
The Alliance will focus on retraining today’s blue collar workers for the green jobs of tomorrow;
adopting green building practices that are more energy efficient and environmentally friendly;
and attracting green technology companies to the Lansing region in areas like wind, solar,
biomass, geothermal and hybrid vehicles.
Please join me in welcoming the co-chairs of the Green Jobs Alliance:
Gavin Gardi is the Sustainable Programs Manager at The Christman Company. He played a key
role in creating the first double platinum LEED certified building in the world. The Christman
Building, one of the true gems of our downtown, is a masterful combination of historic
preservation and state-of-the-art environmental efficiency.
Tim Haggart is the president of Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 333. As a key leader in the
building trades, Tim will help us lead the way in adopting green building practices across
Lansing’s construction industry.
And from Lansing Community College, Deborah Cole, Interim Dean for Technical Careers.
Dean Cole oversees LCC’s nation-leading Alternative Energy Technology program. She and her
colleagues at LCC will help us teach the green workers of today and tomorrow the tools and
techniques of the new green economy.
I want to express my appreciation to all three of these community leaders for their willingness to
serve. When it comes to environmentally sustainable development and green job creation,
Lansing, Michigan will lead the way.
As we work to diversify our jobs base into alternative energy and the emerging sectors of the
knowledge-based economy, we must ensure that we are creating the workforce of the future right
now.
And that leads me to tell you about the amazing things that are about to happen at this old
schoolhouse.
Last year we announced an extraordinary public-private partnership that aims to prepare our
young people to succeed in the new global economy. With a spark of inspiration from Adam
Pitcher of the Holmes Street Neighborhood Association, the ingenuity of Michigan State
University, and the community spirit of Spartan Internet, the new Information Technology
Empowerment Center -- ITEC -- was born.
In the months ahead, within these very walls, youngsters will be engaged in a multitude of
computer-based activities that will put them on track to become the nuclear scientists at FRIB
and the network engineers at IBM.
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ITEC will become a national model for leveraging all of this community’s assets to secure our
children’s future as the knowledge workers of tomorrow.
But getting our kids on the right track and keeping them there is a job for all of us. All of us
have a direct stake in the success of the next generation, and we are each called upon to do our
part.
Would our great former Mayor, David Hollister, Lansing School Board President Hugh Clarke,
Jr., School Superintendent Dr. T.C. Wallace, Jr. and LCC President Dr. Brent Knight please
come forward. I’d like you to join me for two very exciting announcements in this regard.
First, in the year ahead the City and the school district will work together to create a new
mentoring program that will help keep kids on track to finish high school and go on to college.
Our goal is to provide a mentor for up to 400 at-risk Lansing students in the next year.
Mayor Hollister has graciously agreed to chair this vital effort, and our Capital Region Big
Brothers, Big Sisters will help us get it rolling. I want to say a special thanks to Big Brothers,
Big Sisters CEO Ed Hagan, Jr. for agreeing to partner with us on this project.
If you can help mentor a child, please call 372-0160. That’s 372-0160. There’s a youngster
waiting for your help.
Second, to make college education affordable, President Clarke, Dr. Wallace and Dr. Knight will
work with me to become one of the first ten Promise Zone communities in Michigan. As a
Promise Zone, we will lead the way by building on our successful HOPE Scholars program,
pioneered by Mayor Hollister and our Police Chief Mark Alley.
Our goal: two years of tuition-free college for every child in Lansing who completes their high
school education.
Thank you, Chief Alley, for all you have done to make our HOPE Scholars program such a
success. And thanks to everyone who has supported HOPE with your generous donations.
Let’s keep it up -- and step it up -- in the year ahead.
Thanks also to Governor Granholm and our state legislators, especially Senator Gretchen
Whitmer and Representative Joan Bauer, for helping us take this incredible leap forward for our
kids. This is a remarkable opportunity that we will pursue relentlessly in our quest to make
Lansing, Michigan the best city in this state to live, work and raise a family.
Great cities also have great neighborhoods, and we are working harder than ever to make
Lansing neighborhoods better than ever. Starting this year we will invest more than $6 million
in federal Neighborhood Stabilization funds to revitalize Lansing neighborhoods that have been
hardest hit by the national foreclosure crisis.
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In this effort, we will continue to build on our strong partnership with the Ingham County Land
Bank and the Greater Lansing Housing Coalition. Together, we will upgrade our housing stock,
creating more affordable, quality homes in neighborhoods across the City.
Great neighborhoods are safe neighborhoods, and I am pleased to report that our five new
Community Police Officers and our new neighborhood security cameras are paying dividends.
Violent crime is down across the City, and sixteen new Neighborhood Watch groups have started
in the last year.
When it comes to looking out for your neighbors, Lansing folks are second-to-none.
I am deeply heartened by the capacity of our community to help our brothers and sisters in need.
Over the past year, our Human Services Department and the Mid-Michigan Food Bank have
delivered nearly 100 tons of food to thousands of Lansing families.
Dr. Joan Jackson Johnson -- we call her Triple J -- will you please stand and take a bow for this
wonderful work and for all you do to help the less fortunate in our community.
My Office of Community and Faith-based Initiatives, led by Bishop David Maxwell, recently
helped organize the largest one-day food drop in the history of Lansing. More than 2,000
individuals and families received nutritious food in an effort that raised more than $100,000.
Thanks to all of the pastors, church leaders and believers from across the region who showed
what can happen when we put our love in action.
I want to thank especially Pastor Phil Posthuma of Trinity Church, Pastor Larry Trice of
Tabernacle of David and Pastor Walter Gibson of Pilgrim Rest for their exemplary work in
bringing this effort together. Pastor Gibson is unable to join us tonight, but I would like to ask
Pastors Posthuma and Trice to please rise and be recognized.
With the help of our great partners in the faith community, Lansing is indeed leading the way.
But we are not stopping there.
Our efforts to combat the tragedy of foreclosure have helped countless families keep their
homes. And our investment of more than $1.6 million last year helped hundreds of homeless
individuals and families find a warm place to sleep and a nourishing hot meal.
In these tough times, your Lansing City Hall has not been standing still, waiting for the storm to
pass. We have put our shoulders to the wheel and we are steering a steady course toward a
brighter future for all of our residents.
Now more than ever, we must hold true to the basic principles of fiscal responsibility that we
have followed for the past three years. As your mayor, I have proposed three consecutive
balanced budgets with no tax increases and no use of our reserves.
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We must stay on this track, because the decisions are not going to get any easier.
With the rising cost of basic necessities, our citizens simply cannot afford higher taxes.
I am adamant about not asking you for more money in these tough times, even though our costs
continue to rise.
Instead, we will continue to reinvent how we provide quality city services, getting more bang for
every buck. And we will continue to pursue regional partnerships that eliminate wasteful
duplication and deliver basic services at a lower cost to our taxpayers.
As difficult and daunting as the challenges are, things could be much worse. Had my
Administration not led the way by tightening our belts and preserving our rainy day fund, we
could be in the same boat as many other cities around the state and country: Near bankruptcy,
forced to slash vital services like police and fire protection, or raising taxes on residents already
burdened by a tough economy.
To avoid such dire straits, my Administration has reduced the size of our city workforce by 20
percent. Yet we have managed to keep every police officer and every firefighter on the job,
keeping our city and our citizens safe.
City Hall is full of good people who are working harder, faster and smarter than ever before. We
have reduced our workforce, but we have not reduced the workload on our employees. When
folks retire, they are usually not replaced and our remaining employees are working harder than
ever to get the job done.
We know that Lansing families are making do with less, and so, too, are we at City Hall. When
it comes to leading by example, your city government is leading the way.
My friends, throughout our rich history, Lansing, Michigan has been a city that leads the way:
From our birth in the 1840s as Michigan’s state capital, to our rise as a global automotive and
industrial powerhouse; to our place today as a worldwide leader in education, bioscience,
insurance and a growing IT sector -- all while remaining true to our industrial heritage.
Lansing, like our nation, has been home to innovators and entrepreneurs for generations.
As our new President Barack Obama said in his inaugural address last week: “It has been the risk
takers, the doers, the makers of things... who have carried us up the long, rugged path towards
prosperity and freedom.”
Like America’s founders, our city’s founders refused to accept the status quo. They refused to
say that good is good enough. It is this bold and fearless commitment to change and innovation
that will continue to serve us best in this period of economic transition.
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As we celebrate Lansing’s 150th birthday this year, it is time to take stock and build on our
strengths. We must do so with the same spirit, the same sturdy resolve as the pioneers who more
than a century and a half ago built Michigan’s Capital City along the banks of our Grand River.
From the solid foundation of economic growth and job creation we have forged in the past three
years, we will build a City that leads the way in advanced technology and alternative energy.
We will lead the way in building better neighborhoods and making sure that every child can
succeed in school and in the global economy.
And we will celebrate and respect this community’s great diversity, which reminds us all that no
matter what the color of our skin, the God of our prayers or the choice of our life partner, we
truly are one people.
My fellow citizens, we are stronger together. We sink or swim together, as a neighborhood, as a
community and as a region.
And together, with God’s blessing, Lansing will continue to lead the way.
Thank you and good night.
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